
Survey Information

GISmo Home Page

The Survey information is located in the "Geodetic & Control Points" folder.



Navigation Tools

Selection Tabs

GISmo uses Navigation Tools and Selection Tabs to help you find
the information you are searching.

Note:  In some browsers, it may be necessary to pick on the name
rather than the folder.



The tools shown below are used for navigating around
the map and measuring.

This button         is for zooming to an area.  It will zoom
incrementally when clicking on the map, or by first
picking and holding the mouse button, you can select a
windowed area.

This button         is for zooming out of area.  It will
zoom incrementally when clicking on the map.

This button         is for panning.

This button         is for refreshing the screen.

This button         brings you back to the previous view
in the history of views.

This button         brings you to the next view if any are
in the history of views.

This button         gives you the accumilated distance
between points picked. The results are shown at the
right of the map. Use the Clear button after each
measurement to prevent accumilated distances. The
type of units can be selected from a pull-down.

This button          gives you the area. Pick at least 3
points on the map and double click to end the
selection.



When a box is checked, the objects of that category
will show on the map if the map is zoomed in far
enough. The maximum zoom factor for viewing the
Survey objects is about 1:23,000.

Change to the Visible Layers Tab and if the zoom
factor is under 1:5,000, the object category will be
highlighted with a colored box. This indicates that
the information pop-up box feature is active. The
zoom factor can be entered into the scale window.



By selecting the radio button of a colored category, the category
changes to a different color indicating that it is current. Moving the
cursor around the map reveals the pop-up boxes of the current
category. Use the mouse pick button to lock the pop-up box.
Multiple boxes can be up at the same time. They could also be
moved by picking on their title bar and closed by picking the 'X' in
the title bar. All pop-ups will disappear when panning, zooming or
refreshing the screen.



When the objects of a category are close together or on top of each other, the
pop-up boxes cascade.

Zoom in closer to get more separation and a more specific selection. notice
that some pop-up boxes have links within them. Picking the links will open a
new window. When switching back from other windows, the pop-up boxes
may dissapear. If this happens, reactivate the category and pick the object
again.
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